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could you give us your views on either manufacturer's software? i'm currently using the
vuescan software and like it for the most part. when i started looking at improving my output i
found that the workflow was not the best and i had to go back and forth between the software
to get the results that i wanted. i then found the workflow to be improved by going back to
silverfast. the problem is, there is no way to save the settings within silverfast. for a
professional, i am sure this is not a deal breaker, but for someone trying to improve their
workflow it would be helpful if they could save their settings for further editing. agree. very
timely discussion. i literally just changed out my computers, have a ton of slide, negatives and
prints to scan have always used silverfast and was going to upgrade to 9 until i saw this.
interestingly, i couldn't get my epson v750 to work on my new computer because i am an idiot
loading the v800 software until i decided to look at the front of my scanner. yes i am a moron.
the software only works in dxf format. after changing the settings, i tried to open the file with
the standard silverfast se, but the software tells me that the format is not supported. is there a
way to open the file with dxf viewer? what is the difference between silverfast se and silverfast
se plus? the main difference between the two versions is in the scanning software. silverfast se
plus is a complete version of silverfast se, which means that it is not limited to digital and film
images only. as i mentioned earlier, the new version has additional and important features like
multi-exposure, for example, increases the scanners dynamic range, removes image noise and
captures more details especially in dark areas of the image. the auto adaptive contrast
optimization aaco can optimize dark, high-contrast image areas in the twinkling of an eye,
without affecting details in the highlights. scanning kodachrome slides with color-true is
difficult not with silverfast se plus!
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but my all-time favorite application is silverfast se and when we got a free download of the
software we were hooked to get to work. in fact, at first we've got little troubles with creating

an image based on a selection. then a decent usefull feature of the program was available. the
program offers also automatic conversion from one scan mode to another in a directory or you
can do that before scanning. even though i could make some problems with a beginner user,
silverfast se plus is really a nice software to use and its user interface is easy to use. the price

is reasonable so the scanning process is not that expensive. in addition, the software
integrates with the dvd burner quite easily. it also is compatible with 30 different brands of

scanners. silverfast se plus supports export of the scanned images in tiff (tagged image file) or
jpeg (still image) format. the image can be saved and subsequently processed using photoshop

or other photo editing software. its true that not every feature seems to be supported
completely. for example, the program is not compatible with all epson and plustek scanners.
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but even though in our test situation we have encountered some software and hardware
limitations, these do not make a special program bad. a system well integrated makes a great
software. silverfast se plus 9.0.4 runs nicely and fast on an amd phenom ii x3 870 clocked at

2.8 ghz and 3 gb ram. we get better results with this program than with silverfast 5.2.10
because of a better scan engine. the program supports 20x scanning and may support higher

resolutions in the future. 5ec8ef588b
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